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NOTAT I ON

contact area width for skid gear

',. d thickness of landing surface

DL disk load

DLF dynamic load factor

-F design hard landing load

P peak landing gear load

f (V) probability density function for v~V

1F (V) cumulative probability function for v
V

g acceleration of gravity

IIv horizontal downwash velocity

. VMa x  maximum horizontal downwash velocity

11 contact area length for skid gear

LF hard landing load factor

" NM helicopter mass

Ill number of helicopter operations at landing surface per year

MGW maximum gross weight of helicopter

n design life of landing surface, in years

N total number of helicopter operations over life of heliport

P static downwash pressure

P total downwash pressure
0

P j probability of event in [ ]

* Ri rotor radius

R 1v IIV/IIV max

IL rotar lift factor

0v
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s Shear stress

natural period of structure (first modc)

t d duration of loading

v velocity (landing or downwash)

11 mean landing velocity

v1  design landing velocity

v HlL threshold velocity for hard landing

v 0 vertical downwash velocity

x horizontal distance from rotor hub

Z height of rotor above ground

1)sL dcnsity of air at sea level
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I. INTRODUCTION

This final report summarizes the work performed by the Civil Engineering

Department of the University of Maryland under subcontract No. T-0I42,

"Structural Design Guidelines for Heliports." This subcontract was in support

of the SCT contract entitled "Guides for All-Weather Heliports," initiated

under FAA Contract No. AOl-80-C-10080, Task 2.

The overall objective of the subcontract was the development of

structural design guidelines for heliport landing areas. Of major concern

were helicopter induced structural loads due to hard landings, rotor downwash

and vibrations.

The research effort consisted of two major tasks with specific elements

and/or methodology of each as outlined below:

I. Compilation, review and analysis of existing structural design

criteria for heliports.

4 A. Literature review

B. Survey of helicopter manufacturers

C. Survey of heliport design consultants

D. Survey of heliport owners/operators

II. Development of heliport structural design guidelines considering:

A. Hard landing impact loads

B. Rotor downwash

C. Structural vibrations

I). Heliport type and number of hourly movements (i.e.,

landings/takeoffs).

In view of the aforementioned tasks, this report includes eight

additional chapters with major topics as follows:

2. Review of Task I Findings

3. Survey of Heliport Operators

4. Structural Loads Caused by Hard Landings

5. Structural Loads Caused by Rotor Downwash

6. Structural Vibrations

L 7. Other Structural Loading Conditions

8. Summary of Structural Loading Guidelines for Heliport Design

9. Suggestions for Future Investigations

'.' . .. . .- .o. . .



2. Rr-IFW OF [ASK I FINI)INGS

As noted in the introduction, !he focus of the Task 1 effort was twofold:

the review and analysis of existing design criteria and structural loading

data for heliport structures. To accomplish the goals of Task 1, a four part

methodology was employed:

I. Literature Review

m4 2. Survey of Helicopter Manufacturers

3. Survey of Heliport Design Consultants

4. Survey of Heliport Operators

The preliminary analyses of information from all sources suggested that

rotor downwash and vibration loadings of heliport structures are considerably

less significant than the impact loads from hard landings. The preliminary

analyses also indicated that a precise yet simple method for determining the

magnitudes of these hard landing impact loads for a wide range of helicopter

* types does not currently exist. Accordingly, the topic of hard landing impact

loads became the number one priority of the Task 2 effort.

In the following subsections, the general findings from the Task 1

investigations are summarized. Specific Task I conclusions regarding hard

landing loads, rotor downwash and structural vibrations are described in later

sections of this report.

2.1 Literature Survey

To compile all relevant previous work on heliport loading considerations,

a computerzed literature search was made of several data bases: National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), National Technical Information

Service (NTIS) and Compendex/Engineering Index. The library collections at

*O the Federal Aviation Administration, American Helicopter Association and

University of Maryland were also reviewed. Selected references unavailable

through those libraries or NTIS were obtained through the Interlibrary Loan

Department of the University of Maryland.

*0 Although the literature search resulted in a large number of citations,

only a few were directly related to the objectives of this study. The

relevant citations, listed in the bibliography at the end of the report, were

divided into the following categories: existing design guidelines, landing

*O gear/landing loads, rotor downwash and miscellaneous related topics. The

information from these references is discussed as appropriate in later

2
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sections of this report.

?.? Conpdrlson of Existing __HeLiport Design Guide__eline s

Three domestic and two foreign heliport design manuals were obtained

during the Task 1 literature survey. The structural loading conditions for

hard landing impact loads recommended by these manuals (including the recently

revised LaDOT guide and FAA-AC 150/5390/IC draft issued in May and June of

1984, respectively) are summarized in Table 2.1. The minimum recommendations

were found in the LaDOT and ICAO reports, which suggest hard landing loads

equal to 1.5 times the percentage of static helicopter maximum gross weight

(MGW) applied through each landing gear. The FAA and USCG guidelines are

sliqhtly more stringent, recommending 1.5 times the MGW to be applied through

only two points (the main gear). The CAA recommendations are considerably more

severe than any of the domestic guidelines. The CAA suggests hard landing

impact loads of 2.5 times MGW, which is to be further increased in certain

situations by a 1.3 structural response factor, yielding a total impact load

fdctor of 3.25.

Additional differences among the current heliport design manuals are

found in their recommendations for distributed live loads on the helideck.

The FAA and ICAO guidelines recommend distributed live loads as dictated by

the applicable local building codes. The LaDOT and USCG guidelines recommend

a distributed live load of 40 psf and 42 psf, respectively; however, these

live loads are to be treated as an alternate structural loading and are not

combined with the hard landing loads. The CAA guideline recommends a 10 psf

distributed live load to be applied simultaneously with their comparatively

large hard landing loads.

*The Uniform Building Code (UBC) for the general design of structures also

contains recommended loading conditions for heliports. The UBC hard landing

load recommendations are as follows: (a) for wheel-gear helicopters equipped

with hydraulic shock absorbers, a single load equal to 0.75 times MGW applied

4 over a 1 square foot contact area; or (b) for skid-gear helicopters, a single

load equal to 1.5 times MGW applied over a I square foot contact area. In

addition, the helideck must be designed for an alternate distributed live load

of 100 psf (nominal). These IJBC recommendations are thus either more or less

4 severe than the FAA guidelines depending upon the type of landing gear and the

5ize of the helideck.

4
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FAA AC 150/5390-1C (draft)
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2) Louisiana Dept. of Transportation and Development
"Offshore Heliport Design Guide"

March 1980.

Louisiana Dept. of Transportation and Development
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2.3 Surv ofHelicjter M an.facturrs

'Te primary purpose of the survey of helicopter manufacturers was to

obtain information relevant to the hard landing load condition for heli-

copters. Specifically, information in the following three categories was

solicited:

a) Aircraft weights and landing year dimensional data for current and

anticipated future helicopter models.

b) Manufacturers' recommendations to customers on appropriate heliport

design loads for their helicopters.

c) Limit design loads for the landing gear for each helicopter model

(The assumption is that these loads represent the maximum credible

hard landing loads for the helicopter.)

Telephone conversations were held with engineering staff members and other

* representatives of Bell Helicoper, Sikorsky Aircraft, and Boeing-Vertol. Bell

and Sikorsky helicopters comprise over 50% of the civilian rotorcraft fleet,

and specific Sikorsky and Boeing-Vertol helicopter models represent the

heaviest rotorcraft in civilian use.

Preliminary discussions with the manufacturers' representatives revealed

that other useful information regarding helicopter landing loads could also be

obtained from other sources. Accordingly, the following agencies were also

contacted by telephone:

Federal Aviation Administration

- Rotocraft Program Office (Washington, D.C.)

- Southwest Regional Office

- New England Regional Office

• Helicopter Safety Advisory Conference

The results from these discussions will be described in the context of

" hard landing loads in Section 4.

One of the products of the subcontract work is an update of Appendix 1,

"Helicopter Dimensional Data", in the current FAA Heliport Design Guide (AC

150/5390-IB and AC 150/5390-IC draft). In the May 1984 revision of the LaDOT

,* Offshore Heliport Design Guide, the Helicopter Safety Advisory Conference

* (HSAC) updated the helicopter dimensional data. Rather than duplicating the

* HSAC efforts, their findings have been incorporated in this report as Appendix

* A.

6
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2.4 Survey of Heliport Design Consultants

The current (1983) listing of heliport consultants was obtained from the

Helicopter Association International. The activities of these consultants

spanned a broad range: site selection, architectural and engineering design,

environmental analysis, community public relations, licensing, and safety and

security evaluations. From the list of twenty consultants, ten described is

being involved in engineering design were contacted by telephone and asked to

comment on the following items:

a) type(s) of heliport designed

b) type(s) of pavement typically used

c) opinions regarding the conservativeness/unconservativeness of the FAA

recommended design guideline of 150% x maximum gross helicopter weight

(MGW) for dynamic hard landing loads.

d) type and severity of structural/pavement distress due to helicopter

operations

e) opinions regarding the implementation of standardized helicopter

categories

f) problems with vibrations on elevated structures due to helicopter

landing and takeoff operations

g) problems caused by rotor downwash

Of the ten consultants contacted, two were involved in heliport planning and

operation rather then structural design. One was no longer in business, and

one was involved in the design of ambient wind measuring devices. The con-

sultants' comments are summarized in Table 2-2. The most noteworthy comments

include the following:

1. For all the different types of heliports designed (ground level,

rooftop, elevated, offshore) rigid pavements were used exclusively,

with the exception of prefabricated aluminum elevated structures, for

which the landing deck consists of standard extruded aluminum beams.

Furthermore, there were no reported instances of load associated

pavement distress.

2. No problems with vibrations on rooftop or elevated structures were

reported.

3. Problems associated with rotor downwash were limited to scattering of

gravel on rooftop heliports, i.e., no structural problems due to

7
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rutor downwash were reported.

4. Though there was no opposition to designing for standardized

helicopter aircraft categories, most consultants stated that they

design according to the customer's needs, which usually are defined

in terms of a specific helicopter and weight. The consultants also

noted that for ground level rigid pavements, a ininimum of six inches

of Portland Cement concrete is required for all helicopters under

20,000 lb. (FAA AC 150/5320-6C); since there are very few civil

aviation helicopters that exceed that weight, a rigid pavement design

analysis is rarely required.

5. Four of the six consultants indicated that the FAA's guideline of

150% x MGW for the dynamic hard landing load seemed appropriate, with

one consultant noting that the European standards recommend 200% x

MGW. Two consultants suggested that the 150% x MGW was too

*l conservative. None of the consultants, however, could offor any

evidence or data to substantiate his opinion.

The major conclusions drawn from this survey were as follows: (a)

downwash pressures and helicopter-induced structural vibrations are not

critical structural design conditions; (b) hard landing impact loads are the

" critical structural loading conditions, but for certain helipad designs (e.g.,

rigid pavrnents for light helicopters) the current minimum requirements are

norp than adequate; and (c) there ik a diversity of opinion regarding

appropriate hard landing impact load magnitudes, but the differing opinions

are rarely backed hy substantiating evidence.

3. SiiRVFY O HELIPORT OWNFRS/OPERAT)RS

4 To assess the nature of load-associated pavement distress, lrel nnilary

conversation wre held with reprosentatives from the following he) ipad/

heliport facilities: Maryland State Police, New York Port Authority, Rollingl

Air Force Base (Washington, D.C.) and the U.S. Army Waterways Experiment

(I Station (Vickshurg, Miss). The only structural-related problem revealed in

these conversations was the rutting of flexible (asphalt concrete) pavements

under skid-gear equi:ped helicopters.

In a more comprehensive effort to assess the levels of load-associated

4 pavement distress and problems caused by structural vibrations and rotor

downwash in current heliport designs, a survey was made of 270 neliport

10
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owners/operdtors in the United States. This survey solicited information in

the following general categories: (a) type of helicopters and the frequency of

their operation at the facility; (b) type and age of landing surface; (c)

general and specific structural problems with the landing surface; (d)

' structural or other problems caused by helicopter vibrations; and (e) problems

caused by rotor downwash. A copy of the survey form is included in Appendix B.

The 270 owners/operators surveyed were selected from the 1983 AIA

Heliport Directory. A strong effort was made to obtain a representative

geographic distribution of survey recipients. However, as more problems were

anticipated with rooftop, elevated and offshore facilities, the survey

distribution was biased toward these types of facilities; 60-70% of the survey

forms were sent to rooftop, elevated, and offshore facilities, and the

remaining 30-40% were sent to ground level facilities.

Of the 270 survey forms mailed, 40 were returned for insufficient or

I incorrect addresses. The remaining 230 forms were assumed to have reached

their destinations; of these, 93 completed surveys were returned, yielding a

response rate of 34%. As detailed in Table 3-1, the responses were roughly

proportional to the number of surveys sent to each type of heliport facility;

35% of the responses were from ground level facilities and 65% were from

rooftop, elevated, and offshore facilities.

The survey respondents represent a wide variety of heliport operations.

As summarized in Figure 3-1, the number of helicopter operations per year

reported by the respondents ranged from a few to over ten thousand. The

distribution of operations by type of rotorcraft followed the general industry

trend; as illustrated in Figure 3-2, the majority of operations are in the

lightweight (less than 6000 lbs. maximum gross weight) helicopter class.

However, a few respondents reported some operations (generally only a few

operations per year) of heavy rotor craft greater than 20000 lb MGW.

A variety of landing surface types are also represented in the survey

results. As detailed in Table 3-2, concrete and asphalt are the most widely

used landing surfaces, accounting for 85% of the total reported in the survey,

with steel, wood, and stabilized soil/turf comprising the remaining 15%.

The general results from the survey are summarized in Table 3-3; a more

detailed listing of the survey results is given in Appendix B. A substantial

.* majority of respondents--64%--reported no structural problems with their

heliports. Only 3% of the respondents described their problems as

II
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TABLE 3-1. SURVEY RESULTS: HELIPORT TYPES

GROLD LEVEL 36%
ROOFTOP 54
OTHER ELEVATED 9

OFFSHORE 1

TABLE 3-2. SURVEY RESULTS: LANDING SURFACES

CONCRETE (RIGID PAVEMENT) 63,'

_ ASPHALT (FLEXIBLE PAVEMENT) 22

STEEL 5

WOOD 4

STABILIZED SOIL/TURF 4

UNSPECI FI ED 1

TABLE 3-3. SURVEY RESULTS: GENERAL CHARACTERIZATION OF HELIPORT PROBLEMS

PERCENT

* "NO PROBLEMS" UI4,

"MINOR" 14

"NORMAL" 16
* "SIGNIFICANT" 3

*l 12

I
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"signi ficant". A more detailed hreakduwn uf the problems reported by the

survey respondents is given in Table 3-4. Based on the results from the

survey, the following noteworthy observations and conclusions can be made:

(a) Pavement Distress. Eighty percent of the survey respondents

indicated that, in terms of load associated landing pavement

distress, there were "no problems" or only "minor problems". The

most frequently mentioned distress categories for concrete landing

* pads were cracking, joint seal damage, and spalling; for asphalt

surfaces, cracking and rutting.

(b) Vibrations. The survey responses suggest that there are no

significant vibration problems resulting from helicopter operations.

Comments by the respondents were limited to the following.

- Vibrations caused loosening of exterior decorative (architectural)

panelsc

* - 'ibrations were perceptible on the top floor of buildings housing

rooftop helipads

- Vibrations were perceived to intensify pavement cracking

From a structural design viewpoint, the most significant of these

comments is the suggestion that vibrations intensify pavement

cracking. It is important to note, however, that cracking of asphalt

and concrete pavements may be caused by the combination of load

repetition (fatigue failure), environmental factors (e.g.,

freeze-thaw cycles) and construction quality (e.g., concrete cucing,

quality of aggregate). It is doubtful that the number of load

repetitions on a helicopter landing surface approaches the fatigue

life of the pavement. Consequently, we believe that the reported

* pavement cracking is primarily the result of poor construction and

environmental factors rather then the result of helicopter

vibrations.

(c) Rotor Downwash. The survey comments indicate that there are no

* structural problems associated with rotor downwash. However, the

survey comments do suggest that rotor downwash problems may require

special consideration of the following points:

- Location and/or modification of roof vents to prevent helicopter

*engine exhaust fumes from entering the building's air conditioning

system.

14
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TABLE )-4, SURVEY RESULTS: DETAILED PROBLEMS REPORTED BY HELIPORT OPERATORS

A. STRUCTURAL NIMER OF TIPES DISTRESS
WAS SPECIFICALLY MENTIONED

- 1, CONCRETE (RIGID) PAVEMENTS

- CRACKING 14
- JOINT SEAL DAMAGE 12

- SPALLING 11

2. ASPHALT (FLEXIBLE) PAVEMENTS

- CRACKING ].

- RUTTING

* B. VIBRATIONS

LOOSENING OF EXTERIOR DECORATIVE PANELS 2

- PERCEPTIBLE ON TOP FLOOR (ELEVATED PAD) 3
- INTENSIFICATION OF CRACKING 1

C. DOCNWASH

- FUMES ENTERING A/C DUCTS 2

- GRAVEL SPREADING 2

6,

6,. _.

p, ,

6,1

.6



- Selection of sufficiently coarse roofinq ,Iravl to prviln

spreading due to downwash wind vlocitis.

In summary, the survey of heliport owner/operators did not r',v, Il any

significant levels of serious structural distress as the result of heli(opter

operations. This conclusion applies to the landing pavement performance an(.

the effects of helicopter-induced vibrations and downwash pressures. None of

"he survey respondents reported any instances of severe structural failure

(P.g., coIlapse of an elevated helipad); furthermore, we found no reference to

any similar failures during our review of the heliport literattre. i11

overall conclusion from these observations is that current and past heliport

Iesign g:idel ines have specified adequate, and perhaps conservative, require-

mernts for sructural design.

4. "dRiJCTURAL LOADS CAUSED BY HARD LANDINGS

Our preliminary Task I investigations revealed that loads caused Dy hard

landings are usually the critical structural loading condition for most

heliport landing pads. In the following subsections, current practice for

de fining these landing loads is briefly discussed. In addition, a new method

for determining the appropriate magnitude of helicopter hard landing loads is

jproposed (nd used to evaluate the adequacy of current practice.

4.j ,e iew of Current Practice

Hari landing loads are typically specified in terms of a "hard landing

ioad( factor", defined as a multiplicative factor applied to the maximum gross

wr.ight :2MUW) of the helicopter. These loads are usually assumed to be

distributed either equally through the two main landing gear or, else in the

* same proportions as the static weight of the helicopter. For heliports

servicing a variety of rotorcraft types, the hard landing loads will he

governed by the largest helicopter expected to use the facility. Har, landing

load factors specified by existing heliport design guidelines have already

* heen reviewed in Section 2.2 and Table 2.1. These hard landing load factors

range between 0.75 and 3.25, with a value of approximately 1.5 most commonly

recorrmended (FAA, ICAO, LaDOT, USCG).

Despite the close agreement among many of the existing design guidelines,

O we found little hard evidence to substantiate their load recommendations.

.hrs is not to suggest that the existing guideiines are deficient; if

K. 16
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anything, our findings from the surveys of heliport deslqn consultant(, and

heliport owners and operators indicate that current loading specifications are

more than adequate. The existing guidelines appear to be based largely on

experience and consensus among the various guideline-writing organizations.

.* This is a valid engineering approach, although it is often accompanied by an

-. indeterminate degree of conservatism.

A study conducted by Sikorsky (Anonymous, 1973) supports in general terms

a hard landing load factor of approximately 1.5. In the Sikorsky study,

actual landing gear loads were measured during a hard landing after a

simulated power failure while hovering at an altitude of approximately 3.5

feet. As shown in Figure 4-1, the maximum gear load factor measured during

this test was 0.95g; the duration of this peak load was approximately one

third of a second. From these data, the Sikorsky investigators concluded that

"large helicopter alighting gear structures are designed to withstand from

1.25 to 1.5 times the static load on each wheel." From this conclusion and a

consideration of the static load distribution within the landing gear, the

Sikorsky investigators recommended a maximum landing load of 0.64 times MGW

for each main gear (1.28 MGW total load) in a conventional (two main wheels

and one tail wheel) landing gear configuration and a maximum landing load of

0.56 times MGW for each main gear (1.12 MGW total load) in a tricycle (two

main wheels and one nose wheel) landing gear configuration. The paper goes on

to recommend that "for structural helicopter platforms that are open on the

underside, it is suggested that the foregoing factors be reduced by 25%."

Telephone conversations with Ed Nesbitt of Sikorsky confirmed the general

conclusions drawn from this study. Instead of the 0.75 MGW per main gear hard

landing load in the current FAA guidelines, Nesbitt recommends, based on

4 Sikorsky's experiences with wheel gear helicopters, a hard landing load factor

of 0.67 MGW per main landing gear. This load would be reduced by 25% for

helidecks that are open on the underside. It is important to note that all of

Sikorsky's recommendations are for wheel gear equipped helicopters only. Skid

4 gears are stiffer and less energy absorbent than wheel gears and can thus be

expected to apply different landing loads to the structure.

It should be noted here that all of the helicopter manufacturers provide

landing gear load and geometry data for their helicopters. Examples of landing

4 (jear data sheets from Aerospatiale, Bell, and Sikorsky are given in Figures

4-2 through 4-4. In general, the anding gear data provided in these sheets

17
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Figure 4-1. Helicopter Gear Load Forces After Power Failure While
Hovering (Sikorsky, 1973)
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conforms to, and is most probably based on, cuirrent FAA design guidelines.

In summary, the major findings regarding current practice for specitying

hard landing loads are as follows:

1. None of the heliport design consultants indicated any experiences of

structural problems arising from the current FAA guidelines. Several

of the consultants offered their opinions regarding the

conservativeness/unconservativeness of the FAA guidelines, but no

evidence was offered.

2. None of the heliport owners or operators surveyed reported any

significant structural design problems with the landing surfaces at

their facilities.

3. Although there was considerable variation between a few of the

existing heliport design guidelines, nearly all of the domestic

guidelines recommend a hard landing load factor of approximately 1.5.

4. There is little documented evidence substantiating the hard landing

load recommendations in existing design guidelines. The existing

guidelines appear to be based on experience and consensus, and the

lack of structural problems encountered in the field suggests that the

guidelines are somewhat conservative.

Regarding point 4, a quantitative analysis of appropriate hard landing

ioad factors will be presented in Section 4.4.

4.2 Structural Dynamic Load Magnification

Helicopter hard landing loads are dynamic in nature and must be treated

as such in the structural design of the landing surface. For example, the

loads measured in the Sikorsky study described in the preceding section

(Figure 4-1) are gear loads, i.e., the actual structural forces measured in

the landing gear of the helicopter. These loads are the actual loads applied

to the landing surface. These loads are not, however, the effective loads

felt by the heliport structure; the loads applied by the helicopter landing

* gear will be further modified--either amplified or attenuated--by dynamic

effects within the heliport structure, following the standard principles of

structural dynamics (e.g., see Biggs, 1964). For practical design purposes,

these dynamic effects are normally incorporated through application of a

*dynamic load factor (DLF). The purpose of the DLF is to convert the dynamic

applied load to an equivalent static load producing the same stresses and/or

22
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-displacements in the structure. The hiadqnitudo t .h I-F will b,, a Id 1 ct. iOn

of the characteristics and duration of the loading and of the naturil period

of the heliport structure.

Except for the CAA design guidelines, there is no explicit consideration

of dynamic structural load amplification effects in any of the existing

heliport design guidelines. The CAA guideline recommends a DLF of 1.3 to be

applied in a limited set of cases. However, as will be shown below, this

value may be too low for many landing surfaces.

The topic of dynamic load magnification is also mentioned briefly in the

Sikorsky study described previously:

"Additional conservatism arises because of the rapid nature of the

application of the landing impact load, which [reaches] its peak

value and is relieved in less than one-fifth of a second. Hence, the

inertia of the mass of the platform structure itself has a cushioning

effect on any bending stresses imposed on its membrane, as well as to

the supporting beams underneath. This is analogous to the well

accepted phenomenon that it is difficult to fail a heavy beam in

bending simply by hitting it with a hammer or to fail a column by

striking a blow on the end." (pg. 6)

The above statement is true only if the natural period of the landing platform

(or pavement, for ground-level heliports) is significantly longer than the

typical one-fifth second duration of the load application. The simple

analysis described below can be used to investigate this point.

The first step in the analysis is the idealization of the loading applied

by the helicopter landing gear during a hard landing. Considering the typical

actual gear load vs. time history depicted in Figure 4-1, the idealized load

6 vs. time curve shown in Figure 4-5 can be postulated. This load vs. time

history is assumed to be independent of the dynamic response of the heliport

landing structure. The two important characteristics of this curve are the

peak load magnitude, Fp, and the peak load duration, td. After td , the peak

6I load decreases to some lower plateau value that is a function of the rotor

lift, RL, and the maximum gross weight of the helicopter, MGW, during the hard

landing. The lower plateau portion of the curve after td can be neglected for

the present analysis, leaving a pure impulse load of magnitude F and duration

tdp

23
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Figure 4-5. Idealized Gear Load vs. Time Curve for Hard Landing
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As the second step in the analysis, the heliport landing structure is

idealized as an equivalent single-degree-of-freedom dynamic system that is

assumed to respond independently of the rotorcraft dynamics. Considering only

elastic behavior for this system (the usual assumption for all structural

design), a relationship for the maximum DLF for the structure for the given

idealized load history can be developed; this relationship is plotted in

Figure 4-6 (rectagular load), where the normalizing factor T on the horizontal

axis is the natural period of the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom dynamic

system.

The third step in the analysis is the estimation of the natural period of

the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom dynamic system representing the

landing platform structure. As a typical case, consider a one-way reinforced

concrete slab having a 20 ft. span and a 25 ft. width in a rooftop heliport.

Assuming a Bell 214 helicopter and using the FAA guidelines for hard landing

loads, a rough design analysis can be performed: a 7 inch slab is required.

Following standard approximate dynamic analysis techniques (e.g., Biggs, 1964,

Chapter 5), this slab geometry produces a natural period of 0.15 to 0.2)

seconds (depending upon how the mass of the helicopter is included in the

calculations) for the equivalent single-degree-of-freedom system. A check of

Figure 4-6 with T=0.15 to 0.20 seconds and td=O.2 seconds yields a DLF value

of 2.0, the maximum value it can attain.

" Obviously, other structural geometries and cases will produce different

natural periods and therefore different DLF values. However, many of these

other cases (e.g., pavements) will have shorter periods and thus the DLF will

remain at its upper limit. The important point is that some structural cases

will produce DLF values at the maximum, and consequently the dynamic load

.4 magnification effect cannot be ignored in any rational characterization of

structural loads for the hard landing condition. In the absence of a more
* detailed dynamic analysis, engineering conservatism requires the use of a DLF

value equal to 2.0.

4.3 Loads from Limit Load Drop Tests

One of the obstacles to the rational specification of hard landing loads

is the absence of a precise definition of the hard landing condition itself.

* Is a landing which mildly jolts the passengers of the helicopter a "hard

landing"? Or is a crash landing that destroys the landing gear and severely

25
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ddInagPs the aircraft fuselage a "hard landing"? Although most normil

helicopter landings will produce negligibly small impact, abnormal landings

can span a broad spectrum of velocities. Further complicating the problem is

the variety of aircraft attitudes possible during abnormal landings. Clearly,

some bounding definition is required for design purposes.

As part of FAA helicopter certification procedure, helicopter

manufacturers are required to perform limit load drop tests on all landing

year in accordance with the relevant sections of Federal Aviation Regulations

27 and 29. Loosely speaking, the loads measured in the limit load drop tests

represent the loads under which the landing gear begins to yield. Therefore,

these loads should represent the maximum credible gear loads for the hard

landing condition.

A comparison between limit load drop test values and current FAA hard

landing load guidelines is given in Table 4-i for skid gear equipped

helicopters. Since the FAA design guidelines (column 4 in Table 4-1) are

based on landing loads applied through two points (the main landing gear), it

is most appropriate to compare these values with the limit load drop test

values for the aft (main) gear only (column 5 in Table 4-1; combined aft

gear). As shown in column 6 of the table, the ratio of actual measured loads

to FAA recommendations is quite variable, ranging from a low of 0.75 to a high

of 1.58 with an average value of 0.98. Column 7 of Table 4-1 shows the ratio

of measured loads to maximum gross weight, which has an average value of 1.47.

Similar data for a sample of wheel-gear helicopters are given in Table

4-2. The ratios in columns 6 and 7 are again quite variable; the average

ratio of measured combined main gear load to FAA recommendation is 0.85, and

the average ratio of measured load to maximum gross weight is 1.28. These

-4 values are slightly lower than the corresponding values for skid-gear

helicopters; one explanation for this is the greater compliance and energy

absorption of wheel gears.

One possible cause for the variability of the individual data values is

the diversity in the design of the landing gear for different helicopter

models, i.e., differences in stiffness and/or energy absorption capacity.

Another possible cause is variability in the limit load drop test procedure

used by the individual manufacturers; the FAR requirements specify only

4 maximum values for rotor lift and minimum drop heights. For example, Bell

typically performs their tests with an assumed center of gravity location that

27
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is fart her aft than permitted in the f inal vers ion of Lhe hel icol)tr's 1 ghi

manual. Sikorsky also indicated that they have in-house requirements tor

landing gear design that are often more stringent than the FAA minimum

requirements.

Some caution must be exercised in the interpretation of the data in

Tables 4-1 and 4-2. In particular, the close agreement of the FAA

recommendations and the main gear limit load drop forces does not imply that

the FAA recommended hard landing loads are meant to represent the limit load

condition. The limit load drop values are gear loads while the FAA

recommendations are effective structural loads. By the arguments presented in

Section 4.2, the limit load values should be multiplied by the dynamic load

factor to obtain equivalent structural loads. Assuming the maximum &LF of

2.0, the FAA recommended hard landing loads represent only one-half of the

equivalent structural load for the limit load condition. Conversely, if the

structure is to be designed to withstand the limit load condition, then the

FAA recommendations should be doubled.

Given the satisfactory performance of heliports designed using the

current FAA guidelines, it would be very difficult to justify a doubling of

the FAA hard landing load factor. Moreover, this is not the only nor

necessarily the proper conclusion to draw from the above discussion. A more

correct interpretation is that the limit load drop condition, although valid

for the design of the aircraft landing gear, is simply not a good definition

of a "hard landing" for the purposes of heliport structural design. An

alternative and more appropriate definition is presented in the next sction.

1.4 keliability-Based Approach to Hard Landing Loads

4.4.1 Basic Concepts

Ideally, we would like to define helicopter hard landing loads in terms

coMpdrable to those used to define other extreme structural loading

4 conditions, e.g., floor, snow, and wind loads. The current trend in

structural engineering is to define these types of loads using probabilistic

reliability theory. (For a review of probability theory and reliability

concepts, consult Benjamin and Cornell, 19/0, a standard reference text.)

A fundamental axiom of reliability engineering is that we can never

desmyn any structure to be 100'A "safe". Regardless of the magnitudes of the

30
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design loads we specify for a structure, there wilI always rem,tini smill nut

finite probability that the design loads will be exceeded. The goal of

reliability engineering is to define a design load such that this probability

of the load being exceeded, when combined with other uncertainties (e.g.,

material property strength, analysis accuracy, construction quality, etc.),

will produce a structure with an acceptably small probability of failure.

As an example, consider snow loads for structures in northern climates.

Roofs are not customarily designed to withstand the most severe snowfall that

has ever been recorded in the past or that is ever expected in the future;

instead, roofs are designed to withstand the largest snowfall expected during

the lifetime of the structure. A building with a 50-year life would be

designed to withstand a "50-year snowfall"; that is, a snowfall that on

average occurs (or is exceeded) only once every 50 years.

Assuming that each year's snowfalls are independent from the next's, a

* snowfall magnitude that occurs (or is exceeded) on average only once every 'n'

years has a probability of occurring (or being exceeded) within a single year

equal to I/n. This simple fact from probability theory is the key to an

appropriate definition of helicopter hard landing loads. If we design a

heliport structure for an n-year snowfall or for n-year wind loads, then it is

sensible to design this same structure for an "n-year hard landing". Each

loading condition will then have the same probability of occuring or being

exceeded within a single year (1/n); the structure will have a "balanced"

reliability against all loading conditions.

4.4.2 Statistical Analysis of Hard Landings

Just as the magnitude of a 50-year snowfall is based upon a statistical

* analysis of historical snowfall records, the definition of an "n-year hard

landing" requires a statistical analysis of helicopter landing

characteristics. In particular, a probability density function (PDF) for hard

landing gear loads is required; loosely speaking, the POF describes the

* frequency with which some specified landing gear load occurs. Given this PDF,

a design landing gear load having an annual probability of exceedence equal to

1/n can be determined.

Unfortunately, except for the limit load condition there is very little

* data available on the magnitudes of landing gear loads and even less on 'he

relative frequencies with which these loads occur. More data are available on
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landinq velocities, however. As will be described in Section 4.4.3, tnelo
landing velocities can be converted into approximate landing velociti :s.

Thus, a PDF for landing velocities is an acceptable starting point for the

reliability analysis.

!deally, the PDF for landing velocity wil' be based on measured data

spanning a broad range of helicopter landing conditions from normal to crash.

Unfortunately, such complete data do not appear to be available. However,

data on the frequency and, to a lesser extent, impact velocity of hard landing

j-ciderts is available for civilian and military helicopter operations. These

ita, to(ether with some reasonable assumptions, can be used t) forimlate the
PDF for 'anding velocity.

The FAA and NTSB have compiled very detailed reports of civilian

rotorcraft accidents for the period of 1980-81. Eliminating overlap between

the two databases, a total of 217 hard landing accidents were recorded during

6 the two year period. Only 94 of these accidents actually occurred at a

designated helicopter landing surface; hence, the conditional probability of a

hard landing occuring at a heliport given that a hard landing has occurred is

only 0.433. Nevertheless, in all of the following discussion we will make the

conservative assumption that all hard landings occur at heliports, i.e., the

conditional probability is taken as unity.

Calculation of the probability of a hard landing accident requires

knowledge of the total number of helicopter landings during the reporting

period 1980-81. Although this number is not known, the FAA roports a total of

5.1 million flight hours during this period. Assuming some average number of

helicopter landings per flight hour, the total number of flight hours can be

converted to total landings for the period and, given the number of reported
41 nard 2anding accidents, the probability of a hard landing accident can be

computed. Table 4-3 summarizes these calculations for an assnmne& range of 0.5

to 4.0 landings per flight hour. The calculated probability of a hard landing

varies between 10-4 and 10-5 , with 5.)xlO -5 as a reasonable best estimate.

* The probability of a hard landing accident is not sufficient to define

the PDF for landing velocities needed in a structural reliability analysis.

However, if a functional form for the PDF can be reasonably assumed, then the

hard landing accident probability can be used for calibration. An exponential

* PDF is a convenient and realistic assumption for landing velocities for the

following reasons: (a) based on physical reasoning, the frequency of very
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Table 4-3 Range for Probabijity of A Hard
Landing Accident

Landings/Flight Hour
(Assumed) Total Landings P [Hard Landing]

3

0.5 2.55 x 106 8.5 x 10- 5

1.0 5.10 x 1O6 4.2 x 10-5

2.0 10.20 x 106 2.1 x 1O

1 4.0 20.40 x 106 1.1 x lO- 5

Notes:

(1) All data are for civilian rotorcraft operations

* during the period 1980-81.

(2) Based on 5.1 million flight hours during 1980-81.

(3) Based on accident data compiled by FAA and NTSB.

3

6
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small landing velocities should be highest--e.g., in normal landings, which

are by far the most frequent type of landing, the touchdown velocity

approaches zero; (b) the exponential PDF is among the simplest and most

commonly used distributions for this type of phenomenon, and there is no

physical justification for using a more complex form; (c) since we will be

dealing primarily with the upper tail of the distribution and since most other

reievant distributional forms also have an exponential-like tail distribution,

the precise distributional form used is relatively unimportant; and (d) the

ex,-,rential PDF is mathematically convenient and easy to calibrate, given that

it is a one-parameter distribution (i.e., defined entirely by its mean value).

The exponential PDF for landing velocities is depicted in Figure 4-7 and

is given by the expression:

fv(v) = (1/) exp(-v/A) (4-1)

in which _ is the mean landing velocity. The probability of a hard landing,

PLHard Landing], is equal to the integral of fV(v) from the hard landing

threshold velocity, VHL' to infinity--i.e., the shaded area under the tail in

Figure 4-7.

The PDF in Figure 4-7 is defined in terms of two unknown quantities,

*-.> and v HL The mean landing velocity v is expected to be qute small, probably

below I ft/sec (recall that the vast majority of helicopter landings will be

normal, with touchdown velocities approaching zero). We can expect tht the

hard landing threshold velocity, VHL, will probably be less than the limit

loid drop velocity of 6.3 ft/sec, but a more precise definition will require

measured landing velocity data from actual hard landings. This information is

*• not available in the civilian accident reports compiled by the FAA and NTSB.

However, Christ and Symes (1981) have estimated these velocities for hard

landing accidents of military helicopters; their findings are summarized in

Figure 4-8. Over 50% of the military hard landing accidents occured at impact

* velocities less than 5 ft/sec. Assuming that these data are applicable to

civilian as well as military hard landings (in fact, it can be argued that

civilian hard landings will on average occur at lower velocities than military

landings), the threshold velocity vHL in Figure 4-7 and Equation 4-1 will also

* be less than 5 ft/sec.
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Figure 4-7. Assumed Exponential Probability Density Function for

Helicopter Landing Velocities
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Figure 4-8. Histogram of Impact Velocities for Military
Hard Landing Accidents (adapted from Christ
and Symes, 1981)
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Having this upper bound for VHL, the exponential P)F parameter v can be

estimated. Computed values of v for VHL ranging between 1 and 5 ft/sec and

P[Hard Landing] ranging between 10-5 and 10-4 are summarized in Table 4-4. As

indicated in the table, is relatively insensitive to P[Hard Landing]. The

value of is more sensitive to VHL, but v still is limited to the narrow

range of approximately 0.2-0.5 ft/sec, with 0.35 ft/sec being a reasonable

best estimate.

The definition and calibration of the PDF given by Eq. 4-1 makes possible

a rational reliability analysis of helicopter landing loads; this analysis

will be described in more detail in the next section. However, it must be

remembered that we have assumed the functional form for the PDF. Moreover, we

have calibrated the PDF parameter based on very limited data confined to the

tail of the distribution. In order to gain more confidence in this PDF,

additional landing velocity data are required, especially for low velocity,

i.e., normal, landings. This additional data will permit the verification of

the assumed PDF functional form as well as enable a more accurate estimate of

the mean velocity parameter v.

4.4.3 Formulation of Reliability Model for Hard Landing Loads

Given the concept of an "n-year hard landing load" and a PDF for landing

velocities, the formulation of a reliability model for hard landing loads is
relatively straightforward. The major steps in the derivation are as follows:

1. From the PDF for landing velocities, determine a design velocity (vD)

that has a probability of 1/n of being exceeded within any one year;

vD will be a function of the mean landing velocity ( ) and the number

of helicopter operations on the landing surface per year (in).

* 2. Convert vD into an equivalent landing gear load; given the idealized

gear load vs. time behavior shown in Figure 4-5 and an estimate of

the peak load duration (td), the peak gear load (Fp) can be
.i determined from a simple momentum analysis.

* 3. Apply an appropriate dynamic load factor (DLF) to the landing gear

load to obtain an equivalent static design load, which can be

converted to a hard landing load factor (LF).

In this analysis, the variables influencing the LF include: , the mean

* landing velocity, which in turn is affected by the assumed PDF form, vHL' and

P[Hard Landing]; n, the design life of the heliport; in, the number of
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Table 4-4 Mean Landing Velocity vs. Hard Landing
Threshold Velocity and Probability of
Hard Landing for Assumed Exponential

Frequency Distribution

VHL P[Hard Landing]

(ft/sec) 1 X 10- 5 x 10- 1 x104
~~1 ~ ~~ 0.09 0.10 0.11

2 0.17 0.20 0.22

3 0.26 0.30 0.33

4 0.35 0.40 0.43

5 0.43 0.50) 0. 4

0

0

0
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operations per year on the landing surface (it is assumed that half of these

operations are landings and the other half are takeoffs); td, the peak load

duration for the assumed gear load vs. time history; and DLF, the structural

dynamic load factor, which is a function of td and the natural period of the

landing surface (T). The reliability analysis derivation will be limited to

the determination of the total hard landing load; the distribution of this

load through the various components of the landing gear will be discussed

later.

Design Velocity. The design landing velocity, vD, is defined as that

landing velocity having a probability of exceedence of 1/n during a single

year. Alternatively, this definition states that the probability that all

landing velocities during the year are less than vD must equal (1-1/n). Given

the exponential PDF for landing velocity in Eq. 4-1, the probability that a

single landing velocity is less than vD can be expressed as:

P[v < vD for single landing] Fv(vD) (4-2a)

1 - exp(-vD/v) (4-2b)

Assuming that landings are independent events, the probability that all

landing velocities in a year are less than vD can be expressed as:

P[v < vD for all yearly landings] [FV(VD)]m/2  (4-3a)

[1 - exp(-vD/v)]m/2 (4-3b)

Setting Eq. 4-3b equal to the desired probability level yields:

PLv < vD for all yearly landings] = [1 - exp(-vD/9)]m/2 = 1 - i/n

(4-4)

in which m is the number of operations at the landing surface per year

* (assuming that one half are landings). Solving for vD gives the required

design landing velocity:

v - lnLl- (l-1/n)2/m] (4-5)
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Figure 4-9 illustrates the variation of vD with m for various combinations of

n and . For most cases, vD lies between the limits of 2.0 and 6.0 ft/sec.

The design landing velocity is strongly dependent upon the number of

operations per year (m), only moderately sensitive to the assumed mean landing

velocity (i), and relatively unaffected by the design life of the heliport (n).

Equivalent Gear Load. The landing gear load corresponding to the design

landing velocity given by Eq. 4-5 can be estimated using a simple momentum

analysis. Considering the idealized gear load vs. time curve shown in Figure

4-5 and ignoring the response past the peak load plateau, the impulse-momentum

relation at landing is given by:

Fptd = MvD (4-6)

in which M is the mass of the helicopter. Since M equals MGW/g, where g is

the acceleration of gravity, Eq. 4-6 can be rearranged as:

Fp = (MGW)VD /(tdg) (4-7)

As discussed previously, studies by Sikorsky have determined that td is

on the order of 0.25 to 0.3 seconds for wheel-gear helicopters under lirnit

load drop test conditions (Figure 4-1). Although the value for td will vary

from one model to the next, the Sikorsky estimate is probably representative

for all wheel-gear helicopters. At landing velocities less than the limit

load drop velocity (approximately 6.3 ft/sec), td will likely increase;

nonetheless, we will use the limit load drop test values for td as a

conservative approximation.

A corresponding range of td for skid-gear helicopters can be estimated by

comparing the peak gear loads measured during limit load drop tests for both

wheel-gear and skid-gear configurations. Under the same limit load landing

velocities, two helicopters having the same landing weight (mass) will have

the same landing momentum. This can be expressed as:

(Fptd/MGW)wheel-gear = (Fptd/MGW)skid-gear (4-8)

Using the averages of columns 7 in Tables 4-1 and 4-2, Eq. 4-8 becomes:
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1.28(td)wheel gear = 1.47(td)skid-gear (4-9)

Rearranging Eq. 4-9:

(d)skid-gear 08 7(td)wheel-gear (4-10)

The range of td=0.25-0.3 seconds for wheel-gear helicopters translates to a

. range of approximately 0.22-0.26 seconds for skid-gear aircraft. Thus, an

overall range for td of 0.20-0.30, with a best estimate of 0.25 seconds, can

be assumed to adequately represent all helicopter landing gear configurations.

Hard Landing Load Factor. As described in Section 4.4.2, the landing

gear dynamic load must be multiplied by a dynamic load factor (DLF) to convert

it to an equivalent static structural load for design purposes. The upper

bound for the DLF for the idealized loading described in Figure 4-5 is 2.0,

and as also described previously, many helicopter landing surfaces may have

natural periods sufficiently short relative to the duration of the gear

loading to attain this upper bound. Therefore, we will make the conservative

assumption of DLF=2.0 for all landing surfaces in our analysis.

Multiplying the peak gear load from Eq. 4-7 by the DLF yields the

following expression for the equivalent static design load, FD:

FD = 2(MGW)vD/(tdg) (4-11)iD

This design load can be converted to the hard landing load factor, LF, by

dividing Eq. 4-11 by the MGW of the helicopter:

LF = FD/MGW 2vD/(tdg) (4-12)

Combining this equation with Eq. 4-5 produces:

LF = -2 /(tdg) ln[1 - (I - l/n)2/m] (4-13)

Since n will be on the order of 20 to 50 years for most helicopter landing

surfaces, I/n will be small and Eq. 4-13 can be simplified using the binomial

expansion:
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LF -2v/(tdg) ln[2/(mn)J (4-14)

The quantity mn represents to total number of operations over the lifetime of

the landing surface. Defining this quantity as N:

LF 9 -2/(tdg) ln[2/N] (4-15)

Equation 4-15 is the reliability-based expression for the hard landing load

factor for heliport structural design. Note that Eq. 4-15 is limited to LF

values greater than or equal to 1.0. Values for LF less than 1.0 imply that

the hard landing load, in reliability terms, is less than the static weight of

the helicopter; in this case, the static helicopter load is clearly the

critical design condition.

* 4.4.4 Results from the Reliability Model

The hard landing load factor defined by Equation 4-15 is a function of

three variables: the mean landing velocity, ; the duration of the peak gear

load, td; and the number of operations over the lifetime of the landing

surface, N. The ranges and best estimates for these variables have already

been discussed; they are summarized in Table 4-5. Equation 4-15 is also

predicated on the assumption of an exponential PDF for landing velocity and

the idealized gear load vs. time curve in Figure 4-5.

- Similar to the case for the design landing velocity, LF is most sensitive

to the number of operations on the landing surface. Figure 4-10 shows the

variation of LF with N for the best estimate values of td and (as defined in

Table 4-5). For all levels of operation, LF is less than the current FAA

* recommendation of 1.5, confirming the suspected conservatism of the FAA

guidelines. For fewer than 200 thousand lifetime operations, the reliability

analysis indicates that the static dead weight of the helicopter will be the

critical design condition, with LF=1.0. At 10 million lifetime operations,

* the LF is still less than 1.35.

Figure 4-11 shows the influence of on LF. For the minimum estimate of

, LF remains constant at 1.0 through 10 million operations. For the maximum

estimate of , LF becomes greater than 1.0 at 6500 operations and exceeds the

* FAA guideline at 350 thousand operations. A similar plot showing the

influence of td on LF is given in Figure 4-12; td has a less severe effect on
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Table 4-5. Estimated Values for Parameters Influencing Hard Landing
Load Factor (Equation 4-15)

Estimated Estimated Best

Parameter Minimum Maximum Estimate

v 0.2 ft/sec 0.5 ft/sec 0.35 ft/sec

td 0.2 sec 0.3 sec (.25 sec

N N.A. 5 x 10 N.A.

2Note: g = 32.2 ft/sec
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LF, at least within the range of values considered. For the minimum estimate

of td, LF becomes greater than 1.0 at 2 million operations and remains well

below the FAA guidelines. For the maximum estimate of td, [F becomes greater

than 1.0 at 18 thousand operations and exceeds the FAA guideline at 2 million

operations.

Conclusions drawn from these results from the reliability analysis are

summarized as follows:

1. For all practical purposes, the reliability-based LF is smaller than

the current FAA recommendations. The only exceptions to this occur

at large numbers of operations for the extreme limits of td and v.

However, the conservative assumptions embedded in the reliability

analysis--e.g., the assumptions that P[Hard Landing at Heliport/LHard

Landing] = 1.0 and DLF = 2.0 for all cases--reduce the likelihood of

these high LF values. Furthermore, heliports having large numbers of

* operations will primarily be large, commercial facilities; it is

likely that the hard landing statistics for these types of facilities

will be more favorable than the general civilian and military

statistics used in the present study.

2. Below approximately 10,000 lifetime operations, hard landings cease

to be the critical loading condition, and the static (parked) weight

of the helicopter governs the structural design, with LF = 1.0.

3. In general, the results from the reliability analysis confirm the

adequacy of the current FAA guidelines. The FAA recommendations

appear to be only slightly conservative for heavily used heliports,

although the conservatism increases for more lightly used facilities.

4. More data are required to narrow the ranges for td and especially for

* . More precise definitions of these variables will add confidence

to any proposed reduction in the current FAA hard landing load

guidelines.

*, 4.5 Additional Comments on Hard Landing Load Magnitudes

The results from the reliability analysis of hard landing loads suggest

that the current FAA guidelines are adequate for high volume heliports but may

be conservative for less frequently used facilities. The available data are

* not sufficient, however, to permit a precise specification of a reduced hard

landing load factor for these lower volume landing surfaces. To put the issue

48
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of hard landing load factors into a proper perspective, it is instructive to

consider the structural design consequences of different load factor

tmagnitudes.
Consider the following typical structural layout for a new rooftop

heliport. The landing structure is assumed to consist of 6 in. thick

reinforced concrete one-way slabs with a width of 25 ft. and a span of 20 ft.;

the slabs are supported on steel girders 25 ft. long. Further assume that the

slabs and the long support girders are simply supported. The only live load

assumed to act on the structure is a Bell 214ST helicopter, MGW=17500 lbs.,

treated as a single concentrated load acting at the center of the support

girder. The minimum live load will thus be the static weight of the

helicopter; a simple design calculation indicates that a W18x35 steel section

will be required for the support girder. Considering a maximum live load

equal to the FAA recommended hard landing load, a similar design calculation

indicates that a W21x49 steel section will be required. Even under these very

conservative design assumptions, the difference between the minimum load

condition and the FAA hard landing load condition produces only a 40% increase

in the steel required for the support girder.

Of course, all structural steel designers are interested in minimizing

the amount of steel in their designs and would thus be eager to reduce this

40% hard landing "penalty". Note, however, that this 40% increase occurs only

in the structural components most directly affected by the helicopter loads,

i.e., the girders (and slabs) locally supporting the landing surface. As we

progress farther from the landing surface, the influence of the helicopter

loads on the overall loads for the various structural components will

decrease, and the increase in steel (or reinforced concrete) to withstand the

hard landing loads will also diminish in percentage terms. The implication of

this argument is that the increase in overall structural cost due to the hard

landing loads is comparatively small. Moreover, this increase in structural

cost is likely to be insignificant compared to the total cost of the entire

*i heliport.

Although the increase in cost associated with a load factor of 1.5 vs.

1.0 may be comparatively insignificant for new construction, there is one very

important area where the precise magnitude of the load factor is critical:

retrofitting of heliports or helistops on existing structures. The decision

to constuct a heliport or helistop on the roof of an existing building will
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usually depend on whether the existing building structure has enough excess

load capacity to sustain the additional loads imposed by the helicopter;

increasing the load capacity to an existing building structure is usually too

costly to be feasible. It is conceivable that there are many existing

structures with enough excess load capacity to sustain a hard landing load

factor of 1.0 but not enough to sustain a factor of 1.5. Thus, a precise

determination of the correct hard landing load factor is critical for these

projects.

One final comment must also be made regarding the magnitudes of hard

landing loads. All existing design guidelines are based on experience with

helicopters currently in service. Similarly, our reliability analysis for

hard landing loads is also based to some extent on the characteristics (e.g.,

hard landing accident probabilities) of current helicopters. Advanced

rotorcraft concepts presently under development will likely differ sharply

*from current rotorcraft models. Any design recommendations based on past

experience must be applied cautiously to these new aircraft. Fortunately,

most of the advanced rotorcraft concepts concern aerodynamics rather than

landing gear, and therefore it is probable that future helicopter designs will

exhibit hard landing characteristics broadly comparable to existing aircraft.

4.6 Distribution of Landing Loads Through Landing Gear Components

The reliability analysis described in the preceding section focused on

the total load imparted to the structure by the helicopter during a hard

landing. This total load will, in general, be divided among the landing gear

P components (i.e., main gear, nose gear, tail gear, etc.). Landing load

distribution recommendations in existing heliport design guidelines typically

*O specify an equal split of the hard landing load through the main gear (FAA) or

a distribution in the same proportion as the distribution of static weight

(LaDOT, ICAO).

A more rational analysis of the distribution of landing loads through the

*! landing gear will require a coupled structural and aerodynamic analysis of the

helicopter-structure system. This is a very complex problem requiring

detailed knowledge of the landing gear and landing surface deformation

characteristics, rotor lift forces, mass distribution of the helicopter, and

* landing approach attitude and speed. It is unlikely that a simplified,

approximate analysis having general validity can be developed for this problem.
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Given these analytical difficulties and the lack of dny measured data for

landing load distributions, the safest approach is to continue use of the

recommendations in the existing design guidelines. These recommnendations are

based on experience at operating heliports; at this time, this experience

represents the best data available.

4.7 Design of Landing Surface Against Punching Failure

In addition to withstanding the overall bending moments, shear forces,

and axial loads caused by helicopter hard landings, a heliport landing surface

must also sustain the local punching shear forces directly under the landing

gear. This will be a concern only for rooftop and elevated landing surfaces;

pavement foundations eliminate the punching shear problem for ground level

landing surfaces. Design for punching shear is treated in all of the standard

structural design codes (e.g., American Institute of Steel Constructors,
* American Concrete Institute). However, the simple analysis described below

i' demonstrates that punching shear failures beneath a helicopter landing gear

will not, in general, be the critical design consideration.

The most severe case for punching shear failure is a heavy helicopter

equipped with a landing gear haying a small contact area. Since skid gears

have much smaller contact areas than wheel gears, the largest current

skid-gear helicopter, a Bell 214ST having a MGW of 17,500 lbs., will be used

for our example analysis. One difficulty with skid gear helicopters is that

the gear contact area is poorly defined. Bell recommends that the footprint

of the crosstube saddle, shown in Figure 4-13, be used as the gear contact

area; this probably is a conservative assumption (i.e., the actual effective

contact area is likely to be considerably larger). Using Bell's contact area

* recommendation, the current FAA hard landing load gLdelines, and the

assumption that the punching shear failure planes drop vertically from the

edges of the gear contact area, the punching shear stresses, s, on the

potential failure planes can be expressed as:

s = 1.5 (MGW/2) / [(2B + 2L)d] (4-16)

in which d is the landing surface thickness. Substituting numerical values

for our example analysis yields:
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s = 591.7 / d (psi) (4-17)

For an adequate structurdl design, s must be less than the allowable

shear stress for the landing surface material. For A36 steel (standard

structural steel), the allowable shear stress is 14,400 psi and thus a plate

thickness of 0.04 in. is required; this is clearly much thinner than the

actual plate thickness used in all existing heliport landing decks. For a

concrete slab with a 4000 psi compressive strength and no shear reinforcement

(the usual case for slabs), the allowable shear stress is approximately 120

psi, and thus a slab thickness of 4.9 in. is required. This thickness

approaches, but is still likely less than, the slab thickness required to

resist the overall slab bending moments. Local shear reinforcement, designed

according to the standard ACI code procedure, may nevertheless be required.

A problem somewhat related to punching shear is rutting of flexible

asphalt pavements under skid gear. This rutting problem was one of the few

problems cited by heliport owners and operators in our survey. Rutting is not

an instantaneous punching-shear type of phenomenon, however; rather, it is the

product of time-dependent, viscoplastic deformation under constant load (a

skid gear, in the case of heliport pavements). The best solution to this

problem is to specify a rutting-resistant asphalt mix design; for high volume

landing facilities, rigid portland cement pavements should be used in lieu of

asphalt. Rutting may also pose a problem for turf landing surfaces, but these

landing facilities are generally limited to very low volume operations.

5. DOWNWASH PRESSURES

Analogous to the general increase in wing loading for fixed-wing

4 aircraft, helicopters have become heavier and faster with corresponding

increases in disk loadings (Fradenburgh, 1958). With the increase in disk

loads comes increased downwash velocities, which may be a concern in the

design of some heliports. As most operational problems will occur when the

helicopter is in the proximity of the landing pad, knowledge of downwash

velocities and resulting horizontal and vertical downwash pressures during

landing/takeoff operations are of particular concern.

4
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TABLU 5-1. u I FORM BU ILD ING CODE MINIMUM R001 , LIVE LOADS

TABLE NO. 23-C-MINIMUM ROOF LIVE LOADS'

METHO0 1 METHOD 2

TRIBUTARY LOADED AREA INRAEO MXIU
SOUARE FEET FOR ANYRAEO MAMU
STRUCTURAL MEMBER REDUC- REDUC-

UNIFORM TION # TION R
ROOF SLOPE 0to 200 2011to600 Over60B L LOAD (Percent, (Percent)

1. Flat or risc less
than 4 inclies
per root Arch
or dome with 20) 16 Q2 20 018 A)(
rise less than
one-eighth or
span

2. Rise 4 inchtes
per foot to less
than 12 inches
per foot. Arch
or dome with 16 14 12 16 .016 25
rise one-eighth
of span to less
than three.
eighth% or span_____

3. Rise 12 inches
per root and
greater. Arch
or dome with 12 12 12 12
rise three-
eighths or span
or greaterI

4. Awnings except 5 5 5 No Reductions
cloth covered' Pcinited

5. Greenhouses.
lath houses and t0 10 10 10
agricultural
buildings

'Where snow loads occur, the roof structure shall be destgned for such loads
as determined by the Building Official. See Section 2305 (d). For special
purpose roofs. see Section 2305 (c).

'See Section 2306 ror live load reductions. The rate of reduction r in Section
2306 Formula (6-1) shall be as intdicated in the Table. The maximum redluc-
tion R shall not esceed the value indicated in the Table.

'As defined in Section 4506.
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5.1 Vertical Downwash

Vertical downwash pressures can he taken as approximately equal to the

disk load, (disk load thrust/ (3.14 x (rotor radius)?), which may range from

2.2 - 10.3 lb/ft2 for a Rotorway Scorpion and Sikorsky Skycrane, respectively.

As the majority of helicopters regularly flown weigh less than 6000 lb (FAA

category A), typical disk loads are more commonly on the order of 4-6 lb/ft2.

For the Sikorsky S-76 (10,300 lb MGW), the disk load is 6.8 lb/ft2 , still well

below the Uniform Building Code (UBC) minimum design roof load of 12 lb/ft2

(Table 5-1).

5.2 Horizontal Downwash

Although vertical downwash pressures are not a critical structural

loading condition, horizontal downwash pressures may be important in heliport

design, particularly in urban areas where real estate is limited and expensive

and structures may therefore need to be located close to the landing pad. Of

primary concern is the maximum horizontal wind velocity and resulting wind

loads.

Utilizing model and full scale data, maximum horizontal ground velocities

(and therefore pressure, i.e. wind loads) can be determined for any disk load

at any distance from the rotor hub. A detailed discussion of the horizontal

velocity and pressure distribution is described below.

To determine horizontal velocity and its attenuation with distance from

the rotor hub, both model and full scale data were studied. Model tests

(Fradenburgh, 1958) were conducted with a 2-bladed, 2 ft-diameter rotor

operating at a tip speed of approximately 600 ft/s. The rotor drive shaft was

located above the rotor, thus providing unrestricted downward flow.

* Instrumentation consisted of rakes of conventional total and static tubes

located at several positions below the rotor and on the ground, as well as

static pressure taps in the ground surface. Velocity profiles were measured

near the ground at three radial stations outboard of the blade tips. Maximum

* horizontal velocities twice the magnitude of the vertical velocity were

measured at 1.5 radii from the center of rotation and at a rotor height-rotor

radius (Z/R) ratio of 0.5, which corresponds to a helicopter with its landing

gear on the ground. Therefore, the model data indicate that maximum

0• horizontal velocities occur very near the ground surface at a distance of

about 1.5 radii from the rotor hub and are approximately twice the vertical
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L 
.

velocity, Vo, where

DL Y1.

V 0 = (5-1)
0° 2L

sL.

where DL = disk load

CsL = density of air at sea level

As part of a Corps of Engineers Waterways Experiment Station research

effort (Leese, 1972; Leese and Knight, 1974; Leese and Carr, 1975) to predict

the effect of rotor downwash on the ground surface and operating personnel,

horizontal velocities generated by various Army helicopters were measured

along and up to 6 ft above the ground surface. Measurements of downwash

velocities during various operational modes were collected for OH-58A, OH-6A,

AH-lG, UH-lH, UH-IM, CH-47 and CH-54 helicopters. The instrumentation array

consisted of a number of wind velocity sensors mounted on vertical frames to

obtain horizontal downwash velocities at 1 ft intervals up to a height of 6 ft

above the ground.

Maximum horizontal velocities were measured at 0.3 ft above the ground at

Z/R and X/R ratios of 0.5-0.75 and 0.9-1.7, respectively. As noted above, a

Z/R ratio of 0.5 corresponds to a helicopter with its landing gear on the

ground; X is the horizontal distance measured from the center of rotation.

The Z/R and X/R ratios at which maximum velocities were measured in the full

scale tests compare favorably with the model data, which recorded maximum

velocities at Z/R = 0.5 and X/R = 1.5.

As seen in Figure 5-1, the full scale velocity for any disk load is

* approximately 1.5 times that predicted by the model data. It is reasonable to

assume that the air flow beneath the model rotor is not impeded in any way as

is the case for the full scale air flow. In the model, the flow contracts as

it accelerates downward to a final wake diameter of about 71% of the rotor

* diameter. However, for the full scale velocity, the body of the helicopter

forces this wake diameter to spread outward beyond the predicted 71% wake

diameter; hence, a higher velocity is measured.

Shown in Figure 5-2 is a plot of horizontal velocity-to-maximum

* horizontal velocity ratio vs. distance from the rotor hub based on full scale

data. This plot corresponds to a Z/R value of 0.5; i.e., when the landing
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gear is on the ground. Based on the model and full scale data, the maxiium

horizontal velocity is defined as follows:

HV max iD (5-2)

where the terms are as previously defined. As is illustrated in Figure 5-2,

the maximum horizontal velocity occurs at a distance of 40-50 ft from the

rotor hub but drops off very quickly with increasing horizontal distance from

the hub.

Given the maximum horizontal downwash velocity and the variation in

velocity with distance, the horizontal wind load as a function of distance

from the helicopter can be determined. The total pressure Pop is made up of

static and dynamic components and can be expressed as follows:

F os(HV) 2

P0 = P +  (5-3)
0 2

where = static pressure
1 L (HV)

= dynamic pressure
2

HV = horizontal velocity

P0  = stagnation pressure (total pressure felt by the structure)P0
For X/R > 1.5, the static downwash pressure is negligible; hence the resulting

wind load is equal to the dynanic pressure. From equation 5-2 the wind load

for this condition may be expressed in terms of the disk load as follows:

I2
Po P +[ (5Hv1p (5-4)

2 j

since P= 0

and HV --RHV (RH, ratio of HV/HVmaxj fr m Figure 5-2)

thus: P0  (R )2  _~i[4
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£or: P0  ? x (RHV' D II. (5-5)

Shown in Figure 5-3 is the computed P /I)L v,. X/R for a helicopter with

its landing gear on the ground. As indicated by the figure, there is very

Good agreement between the full scale and model data. Figure 5-4 is an

envelope curve representing the maximum P /DL at any X/R value. As illus-

trated in Figures 5-3 and 5-4, the maximum pressure of about 2.2 x DL occurs

at an X/R value of 1.5 but decreases rapidly with increasing values of X/R. A

2 2,11sk ioad of 9.78 lb/ft2 (CH-54 at 39,800 lb) yields a wind load of 20 lb/ft
which Pxceeds the allowable wind pressures specified by the Uniform Building

for certain height zones in specific geographical areas (Table 5-2).

, irwfvr, the use of a CH-54 is generally limited to military applications

* whert- it is unlikely that wind load will be a major consideration. Perhaps

nioro, 'ogical choices to demonstrate the magnitude of the wind loads are a Bell

Lorv,, Ranger or Sikorsky S-76, which produce wind loads of 7.5 lb/ft 2 and 14

bl/ft?, respectively, both well within the UBC specifications.

Shown in Figure 5-5 is the variation in P /DL as a function of X/R for
0

tne Z/R values of 0.5, 1.0 and 1.5, which correspond to the following

nelicopter positions with respect to the ground surface: landing gear on the

(grounnl, in ground effect, and completely out of ground effect, respectively.

From this figure it should be noted that the maximum or critical P /DL value

doe,, rot always occur when the helicopter is on the pad. At X/R of 1.5 the

wsxlmum P /DL occurs when the landing gear is on the ground; however, at X/R

of ?. the maximum P /DL occurs when the helicopter is completely out of
*0 jround effect. Accordingly, one may gleen from Figure 5-5 that the maximum

P0/DL is dependent upon both the X/R values and the relative height of the
helicopter above the ground surface. To clarify this concept, the envelope

curve in Figure 5-6 has been drawn to show the maximum Po/DL for any Z/R at

*g any X/R, thus eliminating the need to consider the relative height of the

helicopter with respect to the ground surface.

Shown in Figures 5-8 through 5-10 are Po/DL ratios as functions of

elevation H/R for various Z/R values at the X/R values of 1.5, 2.4 and 3.4

* respectively. (A sketch clarifying the geometrical notation used for Figures

5-8 through 5-10 is included as Figure 5-7.) From these drawings it may be
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'rABLL 5-2. UN IFOR)M R3IMMIING (OPI: WVINI) LOAIIS

TABLE NO. 23-F--WIND PRESSURES FOR VARIOUS HEIGHT
ZONES ABOVE GROUND'

WINO-PRESSURE-MAP AREAS

HEIGHfT ZONES (pound per IIIuare fot)
(in ftet) 20- 25- 360 7 404 _16 0S

LAess tha-n 30 1.5 20 25 I25 3)) 1.- '10
30 to 49 20 25 30 35 40 .15 50
50 to 99 25 30 40 I45 501 55 0
100 to 499 30 40 45 55 60 70) 75
100 ao er 409 .3504 5 60 70 80) 1 90
500 tnove 9 50 45 5 J0 70 80 9010

'See Figure No. 4. Wind pressure column in the table should tic selecd whic4
is headed by a value corresponding to the inimtum permissible, resultant
wind pressure indicated for the part icular locality.

The figures giveit arc recommended a% muinimum. These rcqiireiieiit. doi not
provide for tornadoes.

TABLE NO. 23-G -MULTIPLYING FACTORS FOR WIND
PRESSURES-CHIMNEYS, TANKS, AND SOLID TOWERS

HORIZONTAL CROSS SECTION FACTOR

* Square or rectanguilar I1.00
Hexagonal or octagonal 0.80
Round or elliptical 0.60

,*~~~~~ TV-.- V3 o e o. n~ , n V

ii ./FF~-v

-4-

3 - 0 , -3,

1-- ~-7

4- MAnn

f0...

09W L 9090 900*CI 05M A999 ,
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seen that horizontal downwash pressures may he high, hut they are Ilso ve-ry

localized. As illustrated in [iiqur'es ')-( through 5-I1), the measiire,

horizontal downwash pressures reach a peak value of 2 x Dil. at the 9fr,,0

surface but decrease rapidly with height above the ground. For example, in

Figure 5-8 for Z/R = 0.5, the measured horizontal downwash pressure at H/R =

0, i.e., the ground surface, is 2 x DL; dt H/R = 0.2 however, the horizontal

downwash pressure is almost zero. This same trend of higher localized

horizontal downwash pressures near the ground surface is shown in Figures b-9

and 5-10. In Figures 5-9 and 5-10, maximum pressure it the ground surface is

only 1.0 - 1.1 x DL and diminishes rapidly with increasing height above the

ground surface.

In conclusion, both full scale and model data indicate that maximum

horizontal ground pressures may approach 2.0 - 2.2 x DL but drop off quickly

with increasing distance from the rotor hub. For the more commonly flown

* helicopters in the civilian fleet (eq. Bell Long Ranger, Sikorsky S-76), wind

loads may be on the order of 7-14 lb/ft , well within the UBC specifications

for wind loads for structures. Survey responses, as noted in Appendix B,

indicate that operational problems associated with rotor downwash are limited

to the scattering of roof gravel and helicopter exhaust fumes entering rooftop

circulation vents. Accordingly, rotor downwash will not be a critical load

condition in the structural design of heliports.

All course, all of the discussion of downwash pressure distributions in

this section is based on data from current, conventional helicopter models.

It is likely that proposed advanced rotorcraft designs based on the X-wing,

ABC, and tilt rotor concepts may exhibit significantly different rotor

aerodynamics and therefore significantly different downwish pressure

* characteristics. However, any modification of the relations described in this

section must await measurement data for theso advanced concepts.

6. STRUCTURAL VIBRATIONS

* Neither the heliport consultants and operators contacted by phone during

Task 1 nor the survey responses of Task 2 indicated any significant problems

due to vibrations. In addition, we were unable to find any literature

references to this problem, although the topic of vibrations within the

* helicopter itself has been extensively studied.
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Although not an issue for ground levwl landing pads, vibrations may be

rause for concern for rooftop and elevated heliports. Problems caused by

vibrations may be categorized as those related to structural integrity

(overstress of structural members due to dynamic effects of vibrations), and

serviceability (cracking of plaster and decorative masonry panels and

annoyance of humans using the facility). Vibrations of the helideck may be

caused by landing impact, machine vibrations transmitted through the landing

gear, and rotor downwash.

As landing loads are not cyclic loads, vibrations resulting from landing

impact are not a major concern; ie., resonance of the structure is not a

problem. Moreover, the dynamic structural effects of hard landing impact are

already considered in the impact or hard landing load factor, which is

intended to reicopter such that it literally "touches down," and

there is no "impact" to be perceived by building occupants. Since hard

landings are abnormal events, it is recommended that there be no special

design criteria for hard-landing impact vibrations beyond those already

incorporated in the dynamic load factor.

Vibrations transmitted through the gear typically occur during idle prior

to takeoff and after landing. As the magnitude of the excitation force is

small, vibrations are likely to be a problem only if resonance of the

structure is reached. The occurrence of resonance depends on the excitation

period, which is a function of the rotor shaft speed, and the response period,

a function of the stiffness and mass of the structure. To estimate the

likelihood of resonance occurring, one can consider the normal range of rotor

speeds (rpm) and maximum response period of the structure. With helicopter

rpm's ranging from 50-400 (350 being the optimal shaft speed) and the longest

*structural period for the landing surface of approximately 0.25 seconds, one

observes in Figure 6-1 that resonance may occur under certain conditions.

This resonance will likely be only a transient condition as the rotor

accelerates/decelerates to/from maximum operating RPM, however. Furthermore,

* Ithe dynamic load factors will not be as high as those shown in Figure 6-1

because structural damping, which is difficult to quantify, has not been

incorporated in this analysis. For structures in which the occupdnts and/or

contents are particularly sensitive to vibrations, the designer may choose to

utilize some type of vibration isolation system (e.g., a "floating" slab for
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the landing pad) similar to floating slab systems comimonly usod in subway rail

systems

C The last component of induced structural vibrations in heliports is that

generated by rotor downwash during takeoff and hover. The detailed model

study by Fradenburgh (1958) described in the preceding section showed that

most of the air for a rotor in ground effect is stagnant, i.e., there is no

pulsating pressure field below the rotor, except near the edges of the rotor

where it is of small amplitude. This pulsating pressure field near the rotor

edges occurs only when the rotor is in ground effect and generating maximum

downwash pressure at a peak operating speed of approximately 350 rpm.

Excitation frequency in this case is the shaft rpm multiplied by the number of

rotor blades per revolution. For 2-5 rotor blades at 350 rpm, the excitation

frequency is 12-30 Hz and the excitation period is 0.03 - 0.08 seconds. As

this excitation period is considerably smaller than the response period (T -

*e 0.25s), no load magnification or resonance is likely to occur. Accordingly,

downwash induced vibrations are not expected to be significant for the

helideck and supporting structure.

The conclusions in the two preceding paragraphs are based upon the

operating characteristics of current generation rotorcraft. However, they

should also hold for the advanced rotorcraft concepts currently under

development. In general, the advanced rotorcraft will produce vibrations

of smaller magnitudes with higher rotor shaft speeds and higher blade

velocities. Gear-transmitted vibrations may still cause a transient resonance

condition as the rotor accelerates/decelerates to/from peak velocity, similar

to generation rotorcraft. Rotor downwash-induced vibrations for advanced

rotorcraft will have a shorter period than current models, however, resulting

*e in even less likelihood of downwash-induced resonance of the comparatively

long natural period heliport structure.

In summation, the impact effects of hard landings are already considered

in the structural design. Although these vibrations may be disturbing to

* building occupants in rooftop heliports, they are likely to be perceived only

in the abnormal event of a hard landing. Accordingly, no special design

criteria are recommended for these vibrdtions. Downwash induced vibrations

are not likely to be significant. Gear-transmitted vibrations may cause some

* resonance of the structure but the loads are small and damping should reduce

the dynamic magnification somewhat. ior added protection against vibrations,
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the designer may choose to isolate the landinq pad on ' "flOdtlnq" Sldb system.

"J 1. OTHER STRUCTURAL LOADING CONDITIONS

It is the intent of this report to focus on the special loading

conditions influencing the structural design of heliports that are due
primarily to hard landings and rotor downwash. There dre, however, other

loading conditions to be considered, such as snow loads on rooftop or elevted
heliports and equipment loads on ground level pads. These loads are usually

specified by local building codes which are often based on national uniform

building guidelines such as the Uniform Building Code (UBC), Building

Officials and Code Administrators (BOCA), or by other government documents

such as the FAA Advisory Circular 150/5320-6C, "Airport Pavement Design and

Evaluation." These other loading conditions are detailed in the following

sections.

1.1 Rooftop and Elevated Heliports

According to the UBC, snow loads may "be considered in place of the loads

set forth in Table 23-C (included here as Table 5-1), where such loading will
result in larger members or connections". Under normal heliport operating

conditions the snow is removed from the landing pad and placed along the

perimeter of the landing area such that the touchdown pad itself is not

actually loaded by snow. However, provisions should be made for possible

large accumulations of snow due to drifting. The hatched area in Figure 7-1

indicates regions where snow loads should be based on local information.

With respect to water accumulation the UBC states that the roof snoul be

designed to support maximum loads including the possible ponding of water due
.* to deflection. The deflection criteria are specified in UBC Tables 23-D and E

(included here as Table 7-1).

Determination of uniformly distributed live load for rooftop and elevated

heliports is analogous to that for floor design. Accordingly, heliports

* should be designed for unit loads comparable to those set forth in UBC Table

23-A (Table 7-2); specifically, 40 psf. The rationale for this value is based

on several factors: The weight of the more commonlv flown helicopters in the

civilian fleet (3500-7000 lb) is comparable to that of a private car, and a
distributed live load of 40-50 psf is commonly prescribed for parking garage

structures. Furthermore, many existing heliport design guides cite values
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TABLE 7-1. UNIFORM R ll>' CODE I I 'lt NO\ Ck Il1 ,

TABLE NO. 23-D-MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE DEFLEC [ON

FOR STRUCTURAL MEMBERS'

ME7MBER LOAtIfl WITH
IMEMBER LOADED WITH LIVE LOAD PLUS

LIVE LOAD ONLY DEAD LOAD
TYPE OF MEMBER (L.L.) (.L. - K 0.L.)

I1oof M40l1(wr Siliri)ol iiig I

Plaster or Fl,, M,.niribe I. /3(i0 1, /,4)

'Sulficienl lope or camhcr hiall hbe providcd for Iji r(t(%I in ac.odaice

with Section 2305 (I)

. .- I.i;e l)ad

D I.. )ad load

A [aicor as deireunried by I ahl," Ni 23 L-

I I cngt h of member in %amc ilmr% as delleci on

TABLE NO. 23-E--VALUE OF "K"

UnLse D amed Se aoned' REINFORCED CONCRETE, STEEL

052 I .,)I (i o

Sca ined lumt'r in Ilin her having a mInOl')ire content of ie% Iran 16 percent
at Iric in inlaliaionr arid II tcd tirn diy condliin. ol uwc such as iii

c ' eued rrutlril%

'icc also Seruin 2(09
'A - Are.,I o~f cirr I~rll ll r ilnifcc'rricirr

A% A .rea rif nonpr esi r cred I cnsn inr ilnh,,irt'lerrli
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TAB\ILE 7-2. ! IMU!II!!M ilIIilU IS(; OA)

TABLE NO. 23 A-UNIFORM AND CONCENTRAl ED LOADS

USE ORl OCCUPANCY CONCLN
UNIFORM TRATIED

LATILGOFIY [IESCRIPTION LOAD LOAD

i~idiiiuii\ ad NI~i~ih 1 etI1iii andl

aiitlv trid.i\ and

"I", I owd ii toi n I IF

I ni age". mai)c

and ( i'it['\\ddCad 1i1is (1 10K
7 lhiarolic, 60alin 01ii'(i I

I8. 1 Imf i 1t s 51x) 2

anld 'or wpigaii

liuk nd rnini IX 2(X)X

1.0 tacie ooms fo
00111 12.5- ewig ilY

lai cl r trip I)h _ 5 2 W
I) Shii' (Iasic Iiin 125) (X V

19. dt lig pands Ilo ol 10 20
lii' ta' inh atin aend5

I1. Sioy I I ~ i

IC.I, v51

2e 'Wiir (C).lii lit .1irawai. it,, r~

See Sciiio 2 104 (itt, flod i-, - pt,1I , rinoirVicd load,
*Aescuhbl arcaN iclide si-li .. ipar IC, s'~ r~ hl), ilrlilliit iiii1~

U 11,Ii ;I I OUts k 11 iiil l %ri ii tC [1.1 1111 ii l i .A knt IC tii~ t.t1kI I lit' 1 a i

siaiiwa s, lire escipes In ,u 3lsiiii.1ilit-

'ResumjcniaI iic f~dIipiiiit ilt (llt: )'i I dtichiiigs , iparmliii and hotc

tliNt ii'i "uxiii



from 10-42 psf, indicating that live loads of this magnitude have hoon

successfully used in the past. Should any heavy equipment (i: nairitenarice,

repair, snow removal, etc.) he permanently stored on the elevated or roottop

facility, the 40 psf figure should be increased as deemed appropriate by the

design engineer.

1.2 Ground Level Helijiorts

The FAA Advisory Circular AC 150/5320-6C provides guidance for the design

of airport pavements for fixed wing aircraft. As helicopter landing loads are

much less severe than those imposed by fixed wing aircraft, FAA AC 150/5320-6C

(can also be used as a conservative guide for the design of heliport landing

surfaces.

The design of ground level airport pavements for light aircraft is

divided into three categories based upon the weight of the aircraft:

A) less than or equal to 12,500 lbs.

B) gre(iter than 12,500 and less than 30,000 lbs.

C) greater than 30,000 lbs.

For weight Classes A and B, flexible pavement thicknesses may be determined

from Figure 7-2 (FAA AC 150/5320-6C); rigid pavements for weight category A

require a minimum of 5 in. of Portland Cement concrete, and a minimum of 6 in.

are specified for category B.

For airports serving aircraft with maximum gross weights in excess of

*30,000 lbs. (Class C), the designer is referred to Chapter 3 of FAA AC

150/5320-6C. In either category, one should recognize that in many instances

the loads imposed by ground support vehicles (e.g., refueling trucks) may be

more severe than loads imposed by the aircraft.

* The current FAA heliport design guide, FAA AC 150/5390-IB, has adopted 6

inches as the minimum requirement for rigid pavements for helicopters up to

20,000 lbs. maximum gross weight, based on the data derived from AC

150/5320-6C. However, given that helicopter loads are less severe than fixed

* wing aircraft loads, we recommend that all of the provisions in AC 150/5320-6C

be followed for the design of nelicopter landing pavements. lhis will result

in pavement designs that are slightly less conservative than those specified

by the current heliport design guideline.
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7.3 Load Combinations

In view of the preceding sections, it is recommended t.hdt the hiel iporL

I landing and parking areas be designed tor the maximum stress induced by the

following:

Landing Pad

1) dead load plus hard landing load

2) dead load plus snow load plus MGW of the helicopter (case of

helicopter parked on landing pad during snowstorm)

3) dead load plus hard landing load plus snow load banked alon)g

perimeter of operations area

4) dead load plus uniformly distributed live load of 40 psf

Parking Area

1) dead load plus snow lodd plus MGW of helicopter(s)

2) dead load plus uniformly distributed live load of 40 psf

8. SUMMARY OF STRUCTURAL LOADING GUIDELINES FOR HELIPORT DESIGN

-- The following summary of loading guidelines is based on our review and

analysis of the current state-of-the-art of heliport structural design. This

asummary is extremely condensed. The reader should consult the earlier

sections in this report for the detailed justifications for these

recommendations.

8.1 Hard Landing Loads

1. For heliports with a moderate to high operation frequency, the hard

landing load recommendations in the current FAA guideline should

continue to be used. Moderate to high operation frequency is defined

here as more thdn 5,000 helicopter operations over the design

lifetime of the landing surface.

2. For heliports with a :ow operation frequency, no increase for hard

landing loads is required. The landing surface should be designed

for the maximum gross weight of the largest helicopter expected to

use the f:cility. Low operation frequency is defined here as fewer

than 5,000 helicopter operations over the design lifetime of the

landing surface.

Our study has indicated that the current FAA guidelines are slightly

conservative for heavily used heliports and become more conservative as the
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number of operations during the design life of the heliport decreases.

However, the present paucity of data on helicopter ldnding velocities '!akes it

difficult to apply with complete confhidence the results from our rel ibi itY

analysis. Consequently, at this time it is unwise to reduce the current

guidelines for any but the most infrequently used facilities. As more data on

helicopter landing characteristics become availdble in the future, it is

*expected that the hard landing load factor can be reduced for heliports having

a moderate operation frequency and that the dividing line between between low

and moderate operation frequency can he increased.

8.2 Downwash Pressures

1. Vertical downwash pressures will not be a critical loading condition.

For all current generation rotorcraft, the downwash pressures are

less than the minimum roof loads prescribed by standard building

codes.

2. In nearly all instances, horizontal downwash pressures will not be a

critical loading condition for heliport structures. The horizontal

downwash pressures for current generation rotorcraft are, with very

few exceptions, less than the design wind loads prescribed by

* standard building codes. Downwash pressures may be locally large

near the ground close to the rotor radius; if these pressures must be

considered in the design of ancillary facilities at the heliport, the

methodology outlined in Section 5 can be used for their calculation.

The downwash pressures for advanced, high disk load rotorcraft can,

as a first approximation, be extrapolated from the analysis presented

in Section 5.

8.3 Structural Vibrations

1. The structural effects of vibrations caused by hard landings are

already incorporated in the hard landing load factor. Since hard

0 landings are abnormal events, no additional design precautions are

*I  required to minimize perceived hard landing vibrations in areas

adjacent to or below the landing surface.

2. It is possible that gear transmitted vibrations during full power

immediately before takeoff or after landing may cause resonance

within an elevated or rooftop landing surface. The
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resonance-inducing vibrations will generally be short in duration and

small in amplitude and can thus be ignored for most structural

designs. For vibration sensitive structures, the designer should

- perform a more detailed dynamic analysis of the structure and

-i, consider including vibration-isolating details (e.g., floating slabs)

in the design.

3. Downwash-induced vibrations can be neglected in the structural design

of the heliport.

. 8.4 Load Combinations

The heliport landing surfaces should be designed for the most critical of

the following load combinations:

Landing Pad

1) dead load plus hard landing load

o 2) dead load plus snow load plus MGW of the helicopter (case of

helicopter parked on landing pad during snowstorm)

3) dead load plus hard landing load plus snow load banked along

perimeter of operations area

4) dead lead plus uniformly distributed live load of 40 psf

Parking Area

1) dead load plus snow load plus MGW of helicopter(s)

2) dead load plus uniformly distributed live load of 40 psf

* 9. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS

Our work under this subcontract has suggested several areas for further

investigation:

A. Continued work on helicopter hard landings

1) Better characterization of the landing velocity vs. frequency of

occurence relation for helicopters. This will permit more

* confidence in the results from our reliability model for hard

landings.

2) In vesL.iation of the effect of approach attitude and other

factors on helicopter hard landing loads. The major purpose of

* this study will be to determine whether there is any approach

attitude that produces higher structural loads than the "load
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through two main gear" conliLion. This study will require the

analysis of both the he I icopt,r dyrniic.,; dld the ttructulral

response of the landing (Irod.

3) Development of a more ritional methud for determining the landing

gear contact area for skid gear helicopter s. The current

manufacturers guidelines are most probably conservative; a more

rational calculation will require extensive, full scale testing

of skid gear. This type of testing is most effectively performed

by the manufacturers themselves.

4) Quantification of asphalt pavement rutting beneath skid gear

helicopters, and devlopment of methods for improving the rutting

performance of asphalt landing surfaces. Asphalt pavement

rutting was the only significant pavement distress problem

discovered during our research.

* B. Rotor Downwash

1) Investigation of the effect of rotor downwash on heliport

personnel and/or passengers.

2) Appropriate sizing of gravel and other landing surface coverings

to minimize blowing from helicopter downwash. This will require

direct testing, most probably at an operational heliport.

C. Structural Vibrations

1) Perception of helicopter-induced vibrations in rooftop heliports

by building occupants. Although helicopter-induced vibrations

are small in magnitude, there have been reports of vibration

perception by building occupants beneath rooftop facilities; this

study would quantify the level of vibrations necessary for

* perception and propose methods for minimizing them.
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APPENDIX A

Helicopter Dimensional Data

Extracted from the draft FAA AC 150/5390/1C (June 1984) and the Louisiana DOT
Offshore Heliport Design Guide (May 1984), the appendix provides a current
listing of helicopters by manufacture. The tabulated data include, as
available, the following: helicopter dimensions; landing gear configuration
and dimensions; maximum gross weight and distribution of weight foreward and
aft; gear contact area and disk load.
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Man-j'a t-ire Model Comiflon A It c 1) K :

1 Boin Name ( t) (ft) (It) (ft) ( t ft.

BOEING VERTOL BO-105-C 38 . i10.I 3 /.2 6.2 o - 6.1

CH-47-234 99.0 19.0 60.0 60.0 11. 16.2

107-1I 83.1 16.1 50.0 50.0 9.9 16.9

179 59.5 16.6 49.0 10.2 8.0 6.4

BRANTLEY B-2-B 28.0 6.8 I'3. 4.3 4.8 3.0

AYNES 305 32.9 8.0 28.5 4.3 6.2 3.0

ENSTROM F-28A/280 SHARK 39.0 9.0 32.0 4.7 6.0 3.1

F-28C/280CSHARK 39.0 9.0 32.0 4.7 6.0 3.1

* FAIRCHILD FH-1100 41.5 9.3 35.3 6.0 6.5 2.3

HILLER UH-12-L HILLER 40.7 10.1 35.4 5.5 10.0 3.3

UH-12E/E-4HILLER 40.7 10.9 35.4 5.5 10.8 4.0

HUGHES 269-NB HUGHES 300 28.9 8.2 25.3 3.8 6.6 2.8

269-C HUGHES 300C 30.8 8.7 26.8 4.3 7.0 2.6

369HS HUGHES 500C 30.3 8.8 26.3 4.3 7.6 2.4

369-D HUGHES 500D 30.5 8.9 26.4 4.6 7.0 2.7

KAMEN HH-43F HUSKIE 47.0 19.3 47.0 7.2 2.3

0 ROTORWAY SCORPION 27.6 7.3 24.0 3.6 6.5 3.1

MEB 105-CBS 38.8 9.8 32.3 6.2

BK 117 SPACE SHIP 42.7 10.9 36.1 6.2

HELITECH S-55T 62.2 15.3 53.0 8.8 8.2 6.5
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III.L.11 COPHR[ I M:)MIN SIO)NAI P)AI

Manufacture Model Co1Nuoio A IB 12 .
Naine (It. (It) (t ) (tt) f t f t

SIKORSKY S-58-T 65.8 15.9 ,).0 9.5 11.4 6.4

S-61N/L /3.0 18.6 6;!. 0 10.6 12.3 8.3

S-62 6?. 3 10.0 ')3.0 8.8 9.2 7.3

S-64 SKYCRANE 88.5 ?'.4 12.3 16.0 13.? 9.3

S-65C 88.2 ?4.9 72.3 16.0 10.3 .1.8

S-76 57., 14.s 44.0 8.0 5.8 6.5

S-78C 64.8 16.8 53.7 11.0 7.5 6.5

S-55 AAC 62.3 12.5 1)3.0 8.8 10.3 6.5
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FOOTNOTIS FOR APPENDI X A

1. DYNAMIC LOAD = LIF x MGIV; SEEI SICTION 4.4

2. GEAR CONTACT AREA (in 2 ): SKIDS - IlIiR SIDI:

3. GEAR CONTACT AREA (in 2 ): PER WIEEL

4. STANDARD SKID

5. HIGI SKID

6. U 'RGENCY FLOAT

7. CONTACT LENGTtl, L
* CONTACT AREA =D x 1 x L
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UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND1 COLLE r PARK 20742

OEPARTMENT OF CIVIL ENGINEERING

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
4% 01 , 0 454 2438

March 15, 1984

* Typical Heliport Co.
1234 Industrial Blvd.
Houston, TX 54321

Dear Sir/Madam:

As part of a FAA sponsored research effort to update the structural design
criteria for ground level and elevated heliports, the University of Maryland
Department of Clvil Engineering is reviewing data on load associated pavement

* distress caused by helicopter landing and take-off operations.

Enclosed is a very brief questionnaire regarding your heliport operation
experiences that should take a few minutes to complete. Your response to this
inquiry will be greatly appreciated by us in this endeavor.

Please return the completed questionnaire in the envelope provided. Thank you
in advance for your time and cooperation in this matter.

Sincerely,

1p.-

Charles W. Schwartz
Assistant Professor
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HELIPORT OPERATOR SURVEY

1. Type of Heliport:

Ground Level

*- Rooftop

Elevated

fl Offshore

2. Largest Helicopter Which Uses The Facility:

Manufacturer

Model

Approximate number of operations (landing and take-off)

per year

3. Smallest Helicopter Which Uses the Facility:

Manufacturer

Model

Approximate number of operations(landing and take-off)

per year

4. Type of Pavement or Landing Surface:

El Rigid (Concrete)

[- Flexible (Asphalt)

f- Stabilized Soil/Turf

[_ Other (e.g. Wood, Steel, Aluminum)

5. Age of Pavement/Landing Surface

98
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6. In your general opinion, how would you rate the overall

performance to date of your heliport landing surfaces:

1 : No problem whatsoever

r Minor pavement/structural distress of no major concern

Amount of pavement/structural distress considered

normal

[*] Significant amount of distress present

[] Pavement/structural distress considered a severe

problem relative to maintenance and operational aspects

7. Shown below are several major pavement distress types that

occur in rigid and flexible pavements. Please answer part

(a) or part(b) as is applicable to your heliport and

indicate, in ranked priority (1=most prevalent distress;

6=least prevalent distress), the actual distress present at

your facility.

a) Rigid Pavement

Distress Types

Cracking

Joint seal damage: accumulation of soil or rocks in

the joints

Spalling: pavement broken up into small, loose

particles; dislodging of aggregate particles

Settlement or faulting: difference in elevation at a

. joint or crack

Pumping: ejection of material by water through cracks

or joints

Polished aggregates
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- b) Flexible Pavement

lid Distress Types

Cracking

Raveling: wearing away of the pavement surface caused

by dislodging of aggregate particles

Rutting: surface depression in the wheel/skid path

most noticeable after a rainfall when the wheel/skid

paths are filled with water

Swelling: upward bulge in the pavement surface

Bleeding: film of bituminous material on the pavement

surface which resembles a shiny, glass-like

reflecting surface that usually becomes quite sticky

Pol i shed Aggregates

8. For rooftop, elevated, and offshore heliports only:

Please note any operational and/or maintenance problems (e.g.

vibrations, structural distress) caused by helicopter landing

and takeoff operations:

9. Please describe problems (if any) associated with wind

effects induced by rotor downwash:

0

1 00
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10. Any additional information and/or comments :
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